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Kashmiri children face the brunt of Indian state terrorism
 915 Martyred, 107887 orphaned 

London , 21.11.2022, 22:09 Time

USPA NEWS - The UK based Kashmiri International rights outfit representing the diaspora community and world renowned Kashmiri
think tank Global Pak Kashmir Supreme Council (GPKSC) Chairman Raja Sikander Khan talking to media stated that they are
saddened by the appalling attitude and turning a blind eye of the world community towards the atrocities committed on innocent and
oppressed people of Illegally Indian Occupied Jammu & Kashmir by the hands of fascist RSS Indian Government and their brutal
armed forces. Kashmiri children face the brunt of Indian state terrorism, 915 Martyred, 107887 orphaned and thousands pelleted
during last 34 years.

Also the security forces raped 11,224 women between 1989 and 2020, including those as young as 11 years and as old as 60-year
women, It was reported that Indian forces committed gang-rape of 882 Kashmiri women in 1992 alone and yet the so called
champions of the human rights are keeping a blind eye as well as keeping quite about it in order to maintain good relationship with the
India for their economical & vestige interests but I would like to remind the so called champions of the human rights that you went
running into Iraq as according to them they had weapons of mass destruction which was a total lie and excuse to invade Iraq as
weapons of mass destruction were never found and the reason to invade Iraq was OIL & GOLD, the so called champions of the
human rights also invaded Libya for the same reasons OIL & GOLD.

James Wolsey former chief of CIA has said,"This region (South Asia) is the part of the world where weapons of mass destruction
including nuclear weapons are most likely to be used." Has anything changed since then? What the world is waiting for? a
Catastrophe. Hope not! Its become very important to intervene.

Chairman GPKSC Raja Sikander Khan urged the world community not to turn a blind eye towards the innocent oppressed people of
Illegally Indian Occupied Jammu & Kashmir and pressurise fascist Indian government to stop the atrocities on innocent people of
Illegally Indian Occupied Jammu & Kashmir and give them their birth right of self determination.

In Chief Raja Sikander’s concluding remarks he stated that his organisation Global Pak Kashmir Supreme Council is
committed to raise their voices against the human rights violations
through out the world and will continue raising their voices against the fascist
Indian Government and its brutal armed forces until the atrocities and human rights violations are
stopped on innocent people of Illegally Indian Occupied Jammu & Kashmir and they are given their
fundamental right of self determination.
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